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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This report contains the results of time domain 
electromagnetic (TDEM) geophysical surveys for ground water 
resource evaluation of the Puu Anahulu area of North Kona on the 
Island of Hawaii. The survey was performed by Blackhawk 
Geosciences, Inc. (BGI) for the Division of Water Resource 
Management, state of Hawaii, from October 29 to November 3, 1991. 
The main objective of the geophysical survey was to 
characterize the hydrologic regime near.Puu Anahulu. The concept 
for using geophysical surveys for ground water evaluations can be 
understood using the generalized hydrogeologic cross section 
shown in Figure 1-1. In the Hawaiian islands, the volcanic rocks 
are generally highly permeable and rain water rapidly percolates 
into the ground and migrates downward to the water table. Fresh 
ground water in island settings is generally found in two 
environments: 
1. Dike-confined waters. Intrusive dikes originating from 
a magma source below can form ground water dams, and 
behind these natural dams significant quantities of 
ground water can be stored. 
2. Basal fresh water. The high permeability of the 
volcanic rocks allows sea water to enter freely under 
the island, and a delicate balance is reached where a 
lens of fresh water floats on sea water. In cases 
where hydrostatic equilibrium exists, the Ghyben-
Herzberg relation_states thatfore'Lery foot. of fresh 
water head above sea level there will be 40 ft of fresh 
water below sea level. 
The basal mode water resource was the main focus in the 
investigations for the state of Hawaii. 
Because the electrical resistivity of rock formations is 
highly dependent upon the salinity of ground water, electrical 
surface geophysical techniques can map the depth to salt water, 
and the thickness of the fresh water lens can then be estimated 
using the Ghyben-Herzberg principle. The impetus for using 
geophysics is that the cost of a geophysical sounding is about 
one-thousandth the cost of completing a well at elevations above 
1,000 ft. Geophysical surveys, combined with other hydrogeologic 
information, are used to provide optimum locations for well 
placement and wel~ completion depths. The specific geophysical 
method employed was time domain electromagnetic (TDEM) soundings. 
This method was selected because it has proven effective in prior 
surveys in similar settings in Hawaii. 
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2.0 LOGISTICS AND DATA ACQUISITION PROCEDURES 
The TDEM survey was performed by a three man crew consisting 
of two BGI geophysicists and one local field helper. The 
locations of the sounding sites were determined during 
consultation with state personnel and their consulting 
hydrologist. Due to the remoteness of the project area, no jeep 
roads or trails were available for access. Therefore, helicopter 
support was supplied by the Client for the duration of the field 
survey. At the start of the survey a base control point (BCP) 
. was established on the east corner of sounding 1. The BCP was 
surveyed in by compass and hip-chain on bearing with the road 
west of Puu Hinai, and to the north edge of the Kaniku lava flow. 
The survey line numbers and loop locations are shown on Figure 
2-1. 
During the five days of field work, a total of 10 sounding 
measurements were acquired over the area of interest. As the 
survey progressed the location and number of soundings changed at 
the request of the consulting hydrologist, to include only 
measurements between approximately the 1,400 ft and 1,700 ft 
elevation level. From the BCP, bearings of N400W and SSoow were 
used throughout the survey area to layout transmitter loops and 
when measuring from loop-to-loop and from line-to-line. 
Elevations of sounding centers were measured with a handheld 
barometric altimeter in the field and checked periodically 
against the helicopter altimeter during each day to maintain 
reliable (± 20 ft) elevation readings. A daily log of field 
activities during the survey is given in Table 2-1. Transmitter 
loop sizes varied from 1,000 ft by 1,000 ft to 1,200 ft by 1,200 
ft ill the study area ac:c:ordingto dept.h 6fihvestigatioIlIleeded 
and the logistics of accomplishing the sounding measurement. 
2.1 PROCEDURES 
The Geonics EM-37 TDEM system was utilized on this survey. 
The system basically consists of a transmitter and a receiver. 
The transmitter loop is constructed of 10 to 12 gauge insulated 
copper wire. The wire is laid on the ground surface in a square 
loop varying in size, depending upon the required depth of 
investigation (larger loop sizes for deeper measurement). A 
transmitter and motor generator are connected into the non-
grounded loop at one corner. A time-varying current is pulsed 
through the wire at two different base frequencies. The TDEM 
receiver measures and records the decay of the vertical magnetic 
field through a receiver coil placed at the center of the non-
grounded transmitter loop. Receiver coils with effective areas 
of 100 m2 and 1,000 m2 were utilized at base frequencies of 3 Hz 
and 30 Hz. During data acquisition numerous transient decays are 
collected with the receiver for each sounding. Readings were 
acquired at several receiver gains with opposite receiver 
polarities for each sounding location. The readings were stored 
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in a DAS-54 solid state data logger, and were nightly transferred 
to a personal computer for processing. A technical note is given 
in Appendix A which describes and illustrates the principles of 
TDEM. 
Date (1991) 
October 27 
October 28 
October 29 
October 30 
October 31 
November 2 
November 3 
Nc>yember 4-5 
Table 2-1. Daily log of field aetivities 
Activity 
Demobilize from other Pacific jobs to Kailua-Kana, 
HI in conjunction with other surveys. 
One-half day of mobilization, clear equipment 
through customs. 
Perform reconnaissance of sounding site 1, and 
establish base control point (BCP) on east corner. 
Transport TDEM equipment and crew by helicopter to 
east corner of sounding 1. Acquire measurement of 
soundings 1 and 2. 
Measurement of soundings 3 and 4. 
Measurement of soundings 5 and 6. 
Measurement of soundings 7 and 8. 
Measurement of soundings 9 and 10. 
I:)emopilization of equipmeI1t:: and BqI pe:rsonnel from 
Kailua-Kana, HI to Golden, CO. 
(October 28 and November 1 are work at other 
Hawaii locations) 
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3.0 DATA PROCESSING 
The field data acquired each day was transferred from the 
DAS-54 data logger to a personal computer. The data for each 
sounding location is edited and combined (both 3 Hz and 30 Hz 
frequencies) to produce a transient decay curve. This decay 
curve is transformed into an apparent resistivity curve, which is 
entered into an Automatic Ridge Regression Transient Inversion 
Program (ARRTI). From the apparent resistivity curve a one-
dimensional model of resistivities and thicknesses is calculated. 
The inversion program requires an initial estimate of the 
geoelectric section, including the number of layers, and the 
resistivities and thicknesses of each of the layers. The program 
then adjusts these parameters so that the model curve converges 
to best fit the curve formed by the field data set. The 
inversion program does not change the total number of layers 
within the model, but allows all other parameters to'float 
freely. 
An example data set is given in Figures 3-1 and 3-2 for 
sounding WAIK1 (sounding number 1). Figure 3-1 shows the 
measured data points (in terms of apparent resistivity) 
superimposed on a solid line. The solid line represents the 
computed behavior of the true resistivity layering shown on the 
right. Thus, the section is interpreted to consist of two 
layers, - the first layer has a thickness of 527 m (1,729 ft) 
with a resistivity of 3,799 ohm-m, and the resistivity of the 
second layer is 2.8 ohm-me Figure 3-2 lists model and survey 
parameters, and in column 4 the error between measured and 
··compU'EeCida:'Ea: in-·each··tinie·gate~··- .... - . 
The apparent resistivity curves and data sheets for all 
soundings are contained in Appendix B. 
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4.0 INTERPRETATION RESULTS 
4.1 GENERAL 
The objectives of the geophysical survey for the state of 
Hawaii were to interpret from the individual TDEM soundings the 
resistivity layering as a function of depth. Also, to infer from 
the resistivity information the depth to salt water, and the 
thickness of the basal fresh water lens. The TDEM soundings were 
purposely acquired along traverse lines from about the 1,400 ft. 
to 1,700 ft elevation level. The results of the individual 
soundings were used to construct geoelectric cross sections 
through several transects. From the 10 soundings taken on the 
area of interest, four geoelectric cross sections were 
constructed to display the interpreted data set. Figure 2-1 
shows the locations of the soundings and the geoelectric cross 
sections. 
Using available knowledge about the relation between 
resistivity values and local hydrogeology, geologic and 
geohydrologic information was inferred from geoelectric cross 
sections. The characteristic ranges of resistivities expected 
for local geohydrologic units in the survey area are shown in 
Figure 4-1. The resistivity range for ash flows, weathered 
volcanics or intrusives overlaps both the lower range of the dry 
unweathered or fresh/brackish water saturated volcanics and the 
upper range for salt water ~aturated volcanics. In many cases 
the geohydrologic units can be separated by their relative depth 
of occurrence in the section. 
In the TDEM interpretation, where a very conductive layer 
« 5 ohm-m) is detected below sea level, this layer is expected 
to be caused by salt water saturated volcanics. For this survey 
a fixed 2.S ohm-m resistivity value was used to represent the 
resistivity of the. salt water saturated layer. The validity of 
using this resistivity value for salt water saturated volcanics 
was confirmed by a previous TDEM survey in the Waikoloa area to 
the north. static water levels (heads) can subsequently be 
calculated from these soundings by using the Ghyben-Herzberg 
principle. This principle states that under conditions of static 
equilibrium, for every foot of fresh water above sea level there 
will be about forty feet of fresh water below sea level. An 
illustration of the Ghyben-Herzberg principle is given in Figure 
4-2. This principle, however, assumes static equilibrium and may 
not apply to TDEM sounding data in close proximity to ground 
water damming structures (i.e., dikes, rifts, etc.). 
TDEM soundings in areas where ground water has been shown to 
be dike-confined, typically show high resistivity (greater than 
100 ohm-m) layers to the exploration depth of the TDEM system 
(typically -SOO ft below sea level). In other words, no sea 
water saturated formations are interpreted within the entire 
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section. Within the structure controlled areas which separate 
the basal mode and dike-confined areas, TDEM data often exhibit 
intermediate resistivity values (10 to 100 ohm-m) that may occur 
both above and below sea level. In cases where intermediate 
resistivities occur well below sea level (-300 to -500 ft) it is 
generally not possible to determine the exact origin and nature 
of the subsurface conditions influencing the formation 
resistivities. The data taken in these areas may be distorted or 
influenced by the nearby structures and may not be diagnostic of 
true resistivity layering. This is due to the large subsurface 
areas that are averaged below a large transmitter loop (1,500 ft 
by 1,500 ft) and the limitation of present 1-D interpretations 
for TDEM data. 
4.2 GEOELECTRIC CROSS SECTIONS 
The results of the 10 TDEM sounding interpretations are 
presented as four geoelectric cross sections and are shown in 
Figures 4-3 and 4-4. Layers with similar resistivities have been 
linked together in the geoelectric sections. 
Lines 1 and 2 
The geoelectric cross sections for Lines 1 and 2 are both 
presented as northwest to southeast transects in Figure 4-3. 
Similar two-layer sequences are interpreted in the geoelectric 
cross sections for Lines 1 and 2. The upper layer of these two 
geoelectric cross sections exhibit high resistivities ranging 
from 2,857 ohm-m at sounding 3 to greater than 9,000 ohm-m at 
sounding 5 and are interpreted to represent unweathered 
volcanics. Below sea level, in both cross sections, this 
resistive layer is expected to be saturated with fresh/brackish 
water. The lower layer in both lines has been fixed to a 2.8 
ohm-m resistivity and is interpreted to represent salt water 
saturated volcanics. The approximate thickness of the 
fresh/brackish water lens for these soundings was found to vary 
between 329 ft at sounding 1 to 430 ft beneath sounding 2. 
Lines 3 and 4 
In Figure 4~4 the geoelectric cross section for Lines 3 
and 4 are displayed. The soundings were interpreted with either 
a two or three layer geoelectric section. The upper layer in 
both cross sections exhibits high resistivity values ranging from 
1,312 ohm-m to greater than 6,000 ohm-me This upper layer at 
soundings 7, 3 and 4 is interpreted to represent dry unweathered 
volcanics above sea level, and where it occurs below sea level, 
it is expected to be saturated with fresh/brackish basal mode 
water. The lower layer of Line 3 (and sounding 8 on Line 4) 
exhibits intermediate resistivity values ranging from 9.2 ohm-m 
to 71 ohm-me This lower layer may be caused by changes in 
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lithology (ash flows, weathered volcanics), changes in water 
quality or geologic structure. 
Beneath soundings 3, 4 and 7 of Line 4 where the lower layer 
is interpreted to represent salt water saturated volcanics, the 
approximate thickness of the fresh/brackish water lens can be 
estimated from these soundings and it was found to vary from 
344 ft at sounding 4 to 396ft at sounding 7. Because of the 
rapid resistivity contrasts between soundings 7 and 8 (2.8 ohm-m 
to 71 ohm-m) lateral changes are expected to occur between the 
·two soundings and a geologic structure is inferred. 
4.3 HYDROGEOLOGIC INTERPRETATIONS 
Table 4-2 lists the approximate thickness of the 
fresh/brackish water lens calculated from the elevation of the 
salt water interface interpreted from the individual TDEM 
soundings. The table includes the value of static water level 
(head) calculated by using the Ghyben-Herzberg principle. 
Table 4-1. Hydrogeologic information derived from TDEM soundings 
(values in ft) 
Approximate 
Thickness 
Elevation Calculated of Freshl 
Surface of Salt static water Brackish 
sounding # Elevation water Level (head) water Lens 
1 ··14-00 ·~329 -8 337· 
2 1505 -430 11 441 
3 1645 -390 10 400 
4 1560 -344 9 353 
5 1405 -345 9 354 
6 1560 -422 11 433 
7 1660 -396 10 406 
8 1720 Not N/A N/A 
Detected 
9 1525 Not N/A N/A 
Detected 
10 1400 Not N/A N/A 
Detected 
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The main objective of the TDEM survey was to assist in the 
ground water resource evaluation of the Puu Anahulu area of North 
Kona, Hawaii. The results of the TDEM survey are summarized in 
Figures 4-3, 4-4 and 4-5. As shown in Figure 4-5 (beneath 
soundings 1 through 7), salt water saturated volcanics were 
detected at depth and fresh/brackish ground water resources are 
expected to be present in the basal mode. The thickness of the 
basal fresh/brackish water lens is expected to vary from about 
329 ft to 430 ft. Beneath soundings along Line 3 (10, 9 and 8) 
salt water saturated volcanics were not detected. The 
intermediate to high resistivity layer detected below sea level 
on these soundings may be caused by lithologic, geologic, or 
hydrologic variations and thus, estimates of available ground 
water resources cannot be made for these soundings. The depth 
and resistivities of the lower layer in these soundings display 
some similarities to soundings taken on previous surveys near a 
ground water damming structure. Thus, the potential for 
significant ground water resources may be present up-gradient of 
the structure if other favorable subsurface conditions exist, 
such as high porosity and permeability. 
The location of the boundary between areas with basal mode 
ground water resources and areas where a resistive basement was 
detected is not accurately determined because of the large 
distances between lines and soundings in this vicinity of the 
study area. To better define the boundary location and its 
relative direction, additional soundings between Line 2 and 
Line 3 are recommended. To determine if .. high level ground water 
resources exist southwest of Line 3, additional soundings are 
recommended in this area. 
The relative accuracy in determining the depth to the salt 
water saturated interface is expected to be about ± 5% of the 
total depth measured. 
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Transient 
Electromagnetic 
Soundings I 
GROUNDWATER' 
, 
I STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY PERMAFROST , 
MINING 
SHALLOW OIL AND GAS 
INTRODUCTION 
Electromagnetic transient methods for soundings have been used for many 
years in the U.S. and the U.S.S .R. for mapping structures for hydro-
carbon and geothermal exploration. Transient sounding for shallow explora-
tion ( < I km) was until recently not possible, due to the lack of an instru-
ment with the necessary specifications. The situation has changed since the 
Geonics EM3? became commercially available. There are several important 
exploration objectives for shallow exploration using transient methods such 
as: 
I) structural mapping for coal, oil sands and oil shales 
2) structural mapping for mineral exploration 
3) hydrogeological investigations 
4) deep onshore and offshore permafrost mapping for design of well 
casings, facilities, and for static correction to seismic reflection data 
These soundings are being made with separations between transmitter and 
receiver comparable to the depth of investigation, so that good lateral 
resolution is obtained. 
These methods can be extended with similar equipment for such deeper 
exploration objectives (3 to 5 km) as: 
a) mapping hydrocarbon-water contacts 
b) mapping overthrust and thickness of volcanic covers 
c) geothermal exploration 
Examples of successfully using transient EM for some of these objectives 
are gi ven in this note. 
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES 
A transient system consists of a transmitter and a receiver. The trans-
mitter configuration can be a non-grounded loop or a grounded line. The 
configuration used in most of our work has been the non-grounded loop. 
The sensors are multi-turn air coils with effective areas varying from 32 
square meters to 1000 square meters. Figure 1 shows the transmitter-
receiver arrangements used for transient soundings. 
The current generated in the transmitter is shown in Figure 2. There are 
two periods of time, time-on and time-off. Measurements are made only 
during time-off. In accordance with Faraday's Law, an electromagnetic 
inductiori appears when the current in thi: transmitter varies with time. Whell 
the turn-off ramp is linear the induced electromotive force is a rectangular 
pulse. 
The electromagnetic induction creates eddy currents in the ground. These 
induced currents are time-variant and cause a time-varying secondary 
magnetic field, which is measured as an electromotive force in the receiver 
coil. It has been shown that the induced currents are horizontal closed rings 
in the absence of lateral inhomogeneities (1). There is no vertical component 
of current flow. Figure 3 schematically illustrates the distribution of eddy 
currents as a function of depth at different times. This figure shows that 
current maxima move down with increasing time. The currents not only move 
down, but also out. The current expansion can be described by a diffusion 
type equation. 
The electromotive force measured by the receiver coil is the result of 
the change of current flow with time. It is evident from Figure 3 that a 
measurement at time, to, will mainly be sensitive to the resistivity of near-
surface layers. With increasing time. when the current maxima diffuse down. 
the electromotive force will progressively become more sensitive to the 
properties of deeper layers. Therefore. by making measurements as a 
function of time, information about the geoelectric section is obtained. In 
transient soundings effective exploration depth is dominantly a function of 
time rather than distance. This fact results in a high lateral resolution for 
transient soundings. 
Trans-miller 
o 0-- Receiver 
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FIGLRE 1. Different arrays of transmitter-receiver used in transient soundings. 
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FIGURE 3. Schematic illustration of maximum current distribution intensity 
in a vertical plane. 
Behavior of Field 
Over certain ranges of time the transient field also has a higher sensitivity 
to the geoelectric section than other electrical methods. This fact can be 
understood from the behavior of the time derivative of the vertical com-
ponent of the magnetic field over uniform half-space. In Figure 4, Bz is given 
as a function of the dimensionless parameter !!. 
where 71 7F.,j27rP1 tl07 
and t is time after turn-off 
P1 is half-space resistivity 
r 
Several stages of time can be distinguished in the behavior of the electro-
motive force. At early time the emf is independent of time; there is an inter-
mediate range of time in which the emf, rapidly decreases with time, and a 
late range of time in which the emf falls off as t -5/2. 
At early stage 3. < 2, and at late stage 3. > 10, the behavior of the field 
r r 
can be described by asymptotic expressions (I). The expressions are: 
early stage ( 71 < 2): ·z 3m P (1) B = 27r r4' 1 r 
late stage ( 71 > 10): SZ = umr 1 (2) 407r~,t~, PI ~, 
It is evident that a measurement at late stage is more sensitive to ground 
resistivity than a measurement at early stage. 
Late stage commences when ~I > 10. Thus, if r (transmitter-receiver 
separation) is kept small, late stage will commence in earlier time channels. 
The advantages of small transmitter-receiver separation, therefore, not only 
is a better lateral resolution, but also a higher sensitivity to the geoelectric 
section. This often results in a better vertical resolution. 
Some of these advantages of transient soundings are lost when large 
transmitter-receiver separations are used. In the first place increasing separa-
tion will decrease lateral resolution. When larger separations are used the 
geoelectric section measured does not occur directly under the receiver, 
but will be influenced by the subsurface conditions between transmitter and 
receiver. Secondly, at large separations the behavior of the field will cor-
respond to early stage, over a large time range, and the sensitivity to the 
geoelectric section will be less. This will decrease vertical resolution. 
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FIGURE 4. Behavior of time derivative of vertical magnetic field as a 
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FIGURE 6. Late stage apparent resistivity curves for two-layered sections. 
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Delinition of Apparent Resistivity 
It is common in all electrical and electromagnetic methods to transform 
the fields measured into apparent resistivities. The purpose of that transfor-
mation is to obtain a convenient visualization of how the behavior of the 
field measured, differs from the behavior of the field over uniform half-
space. Transient soundings are no exception. In direct current and magneto-
telluric soundings the relation between measured signal, and resistivity of 
uniform half-space, is the same for all electrode spacings (direct current) and 
over the entire frequency range (magnetotelluric). In transient soundings the 
relation between resistivity of uniform half-space and measured signal is a 
function of time of measurement. It is evident from Figure 4 and equation 1 
and 2 that there are two ranges of time over which that relation is 
constant, i.e. early stage and late stage. In these ranges of time the 
behavior of the field is described by the asymptotic expression in [I] and 
[2], and these expressions can be used to define the apparent resistivities, 
given below. 
Early Stage P 
Late Stage P 
§. Z 27C' r4 
3m 
(3) 
(4) 
The definition used in practice depends on several factors. Generally, 
when the behavior of the field over the critical range of time corresPonds 
to late stage behavior, the late stage [4] definition is used. This situation 
generally occurs when small transmitter-receiver separations are used. An 
early stage definition would be used, if the behavior of the field measured 
correspond to early stage behavior in the first layer. 
Figures 5 and 6 show computed late stage apparent resistivity curves for 
uniform half-space, and for two-layered sections respectively. The apparent 
resistivity curves are plotted in terms of the dimensionless parameters, 
Pa/ 
/PI ( or 
In transient EM the parameter1'lplays a role similar to skin depth in 
frequency domain sounding, or electrode spacing in direct current sounding. 
For a certain section 1'1 is proportional to t Y2' 
First, consider the apparent resistivity curve for uniform half-space. With 
increasing time the apparent resistivitY gradually approaches the true 
resistiVity of the half-space;Fot example, when l' 1/r>10, Pa approaches 
PI. At early time the apparent resistivity exceeds PI due to the fact that 
the field behavior has not reached "late stage", while the definition of 
apparent resistivity is based on "late stage". The early part of the curve, 
corresponds to the early stage behavior of the field and PI can be derived 
from this part of the curve also. 
The interpretation of transient soundings is based on the analysis of 
apparent resistivity curves for 2-, and other multi-layered curves. Along with 
inversion methods using large sections of curves, many emperical techniques 
for deriving parameters of the geoelectric section from parts of the curves 
have been developed and tested by geophysicists in the U.S.S.R. 
The behavior of two-layered curves are used for illustration in Figure 6. 
At early time 1i <2 all curves merge into one, corresponding to the behavior 
r 
of the field in the first layer. In this range of time the eddy currents are 
mainly concentrated in the first layer. From the behavior of the curve at early 
time information about PI can be obtained. With increasing time P%, 
P2/ Pu 1 
increases, when /PI > I, and decreases when /Pt < 1. In this range of 
time currents progressively penetrate the second layer. At later time the 
apparent resistivity approaches the basement resistivity. In this range of time 
most currents are concentrated in the basement. 
The similarities between the behavior of apparent resistivity used in 
transient and other electrical soundings should now be evident. The root 
of time replaces L-spacing or frequency on the horizontal axis. 
Case History - Mapping Hydrocarbon-Water Contacts (2) 
The formation resistivities of petroleum bearing rocks is dominantly a 
function of porosity and the resistivities of the fluid (or gas) in the pores. 
Salt water is commonly found in all oil and gas fields, and the salinity of 
the water in the pores is invariably high. The formation resistivity of 
petroleum bearing rocks saturated with water is, therefore, generally low 
( _ 2 ohm-m). The resistivity rapidly increases when oil or gas replaces water 
in the producing formation. 
4 
These facts are illustrated in the four induction logs of a shallow gas 
producing field in Oklahoma in Figure 7. This figure shows that the resistivity 
in the producing horizon is less than 3 ohm-m when brine saturated, and 
more than 50 ohm-m when gas saturated. This significant change in 
resistivity was measured from the surface by transient EM soundings in 
shallow fields. 
To measure the gas-water contact transmitter loops with dimensions of 
1500 ft. by l500 ft. were used and measurements were made in the center 
of the loops. Figure 8a and b shows apparent resistivity curves obtained 
over locations with hydrocarbon saturation and brine saturation in the 
producing horizons. respectively. The difference between these curves at later 
time is readily observed. The curve obtained over a location with salt water in 
the producing horizon shows a decrease in apparent resistivity at late time; 
the curve obtained over a location with gas saturation shows a slight 
increase in apparent resistivity at late time. 
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FIGURE 7. Geologic section with four induction logs of a shallow gas field 
in Oklahoma. The producing horizon occurs at depth of 1500 ft. to 2000 ft. 
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FIGURE 8. Transient apparent resistivity curves over a field in Oklahoma: 
a) apparent resistivity curve over a location with salt water saturation 
b) apparent resistivity curve over hydrocarbon saturation 
From measurements at II transmitter loop positions a contour map of the 
conductance in the producing horizon could be made (Figure 9). Con-
ductance is the product of the thickness of the formation and its con-
ductivity (inverse of resistivity). The contour map derived from the measure-
ments is consistent with the data of the four available induction logs. 
Several similiar case histories are also found in the literature from the 
USSR. On the Siberian platform conductance contour maps of a horizon at 
depth of about 5000 ft. were constructed from transient soundings over a 
large area. Changes in conductance of producing horizons' can ha've several 
causes. These are: 
a) change in brine saturation of the pores (hydrocarbon accumulations) 
b) change in lithology or porosity 
c) disappearance or change in thickness of producing horizon 
These conductance maps of producing horizons were used to compliment 
seismic interpretations to better define drilling targets. 
FIGURE 9. Contour conductance map of the producing formation derived 
from 11 transient soundings. 
This case history can be used to illustrate the high sensitivity of transient 
sounding to the geoelectric section. In Figure 10 a, b, c computed apparent 
resistivity curves for the same section are shown for direct current, magneto-
telluric and transient soundings. In both direct current and magnetotelluric 
soundings the presence of a conductive layer of 30 mhos would cause 
approximately 20 percent maximum change' in apparent resistivity; for 
transient soundings the maximum change would be 45 percent. Moreover, 
it is clear from equation 2 that a 4S percent change in resistivity, will 
cause a 60 percent change in measured electromotive force. The sensitivity 
of transient EM to the presence of a conductive layer is approximately 
three times that of other electrical methods. 
It was discussed that lateral resolution in transient soundings to a large 
extent is a function of transmitter-receiver separation. In the survey in 
Oklahoma measurements were also made with the receiver outside the 
transmitter loop, 500m from the center. From curves outside the loop the 
brine-hydrocarbon contact could not be determined. It clearly illustrated 
that the effective geoelectric section is not measured under the receiver,but 
is affected by the subsurface conditions between transmitter and receiver. 
Increasing transmitter-receiver separation decreases lateral resolution. 
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Case History Onshore and Offshore Permafrost Mapping (3) 
The thickness of permafrost along the coast of the Beaufort Sea may 
reach 2000 ft. The permafrost distribution is variable, particularly near 
water bodies. Offshore permafrost has been found to exist tens of kilo-
meters from the shore line. The permafrost distribution is required for 
static correction to seismic reflection data, and for design of well casings 
and facilities. The increase in resistivity upon freezing is the basis for 
electrical methods to map permafrost. 
B1 ackhawk Geo has performed hundreds of transient soundings in Alaska 
and Canada for onshore and offshore permafrost mappings. Figure II shows 
a section of permafrost traversing the coast line passing by the Gull 
Island well near Prudhoe Bay (4). Above. the' section the measured 
apparent resistivity curves are shown. 
The section shows that on land permafrost is approximately 2000 ft. 
thick and has an average resistivity of about 400 ohm-m. The unfrozen 
ground underneath the permafrost has a resistivity of 2.5 ohm-m. Offshore 
the top to the permafrost falls off rapidly to 250m about 3 km from 
the shore line. The unfrozen sediments above the permafrost are saturated 
with brine and have aresistivity less than 2 ohm-m. 
The case history illustrates the ability of transient EM to detect a 
resistive layer under thick conductive sections. High resolution marine 
seismic methods sometimes can map top to permafrost, with transient 
EM both top and bottom could be determined. 
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FIGURE II. Permafrost section with apparent resistivity curves. 
Case History - Mapping Depthto Basement 
In northern British Columbia a survey was performed in support of a coal 
exploration program. The objective of transient sounding was to deter-
mine the thickness of the sedimentary rock overlaying the crystalline 
basement, and the contact of sedimentary and volcanic rock. 
The geoelectric and geologic section derived from the various soundings 
is given in Figure 12. In addition to the geologic cross-section the longitudinal 
resistivity, pi , above the basement is shown. It was computed from the 
relation: e _ H 
P - Hl H2 
P;+fS2 
where H is total thickness of sedimentary section 
and HI, H2 are thicknesses of layer I and 2, respectively 
The behavior of pi shows a relatively constant value of about 20 
ohm-m from Station 2200m to Station 12oom. From Station 1200m to 
200m, pi increases to a maximum value of about 60 ohm-m. The increase 
in pi at Station 1200m was interpreted as the contact of sedimentary and 
volcanic rock. This interpretation was consistent with the information ob-
tained from two drillholes placed on the cross-section. The drillholes did 
not penetrate into basement rock. 
The section of Figure 12 was largely derived from soundings in the 
center of 100m by 100m loops. 
FIGURE 12. Geoelectric section derived from transient soundings. 
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1 .. t :5'7 
[I. .,{;; 152. DL~ 305. REO: 
\ r.:o , .... ,':,'-;"i', 
.1, ,J i.JH I H 
c:,-( . ~:: 1 ::::.: t.ll II 1 ,~:3 elf c 2:2 ,.;:: i,cl .. \],~~ C:i-III ~1::$ ;:::: ]. ~S r':lllI :~·~··t ::: ':,t 
j:;:i-iS LOb E:t-::HGR: :,~~. S::iE -({}2. PINT' I LUG Y (EU)S '::;' • :::6:.5~~. "': 
U~ CE T J: i'IE Pf:4f;:t-~i'!ETEH~:? 
PARAMETER RESOLU'rION MATRIX: 
" ;-: I! i·"iE-:{"II'·JS F :( ::< ED F'~'~F:t'~II"iETE::F: 
:::' , ljj. ~14 L 
.... ~2 ~)" (2)(0 i2J. (ilib 
'r 1 fIJ. 1;:)121 i 2) • 1.;38 1 . Qjli.j 
\'., 
.i .-- F:2 'r:i 
WAIV3 MODEL~ 
10 5 ~ I u2857~ I 
~OHM-M 620. M 
0 
~ 1 l t2.80 ::::E 1 4 ~ 10 
>- I I{ 1 1-1 OHM-M 
I-
.. 1-1. (J) 
> OJ ~ 1000 u c (J) OJ 
1-1 
• .-1 (J) U W (J) 
0::: 0 
l- I ~ I~ z 
w 10°1 , II 0::: < (L (L < 
0 
r-i 
10 I I CD % ERROR: 11. 1 
-5 -4 CALIBRATION: 1 
10 10 0.001 O. 01 O. 1 OFFSET: 183. M RAMP: 170.0 
. TIME (SEC) 
;·'ltJ.Cl:L. ;; 
~ES1S1IVI1Y THICKNESS 
:l 
.. ~, 
·l :2 
1:3 
14 
15 
1 c~ 
J.7 
5.64E-04 2. 98E+03 
1.i3E-042.06E+03 
8.81E-04 1.59E+83 
1.41E-G3 8.95E+01 
1.80E-03 6.8jE+0~ 
2.S8E-03 4.1JE+02 
3.S5E-03 2.76E+0~ 
3.60E-03 3. 36E+02 
5. 64E-03 1.59E+02 
7. 13E-03 1.22E+~2 
8.B1E-03 1.17E+02 
1.lWE-02 9.02E+01 
1.41E-02 6.95~+01 
1.S0E-02 5.71E+01 
:;.~ " :3 ~5 E ·+-l:2) ~~: 
:i • 7' ';:: E .+ ~~) :~:: 
:I. • &18E+!iY2 
8. 6!2lE .. Hi"J 1 
\-S " 6~:iE ·i .. \lt 1 
:5 • ~~::2 f':: +.12J :t 
• , •. ::~, t; t l?,~~ 
.i I. ,1:,-., .~ ~~) 
":!'" = • .1' \~:, 1 
1. :.~:; ~ r~h './ 
· .. ·9" '::;;·79 
-- 1 kJ .. k}~::~::: 
/.5:17 
4.876 
i~M 58·q" 
183. DL: 366. REO; 
;-,: i U 
~ ", \::' ... 
~._·I III 
~ZJ .. :2 
I .. ··r·,! .. ·. 
r::. i'l~ ;", 
'Tl)f-iZ t~~::;:};:{~"{~ :t'7- :O,;f',::i 1;:'()rl···I-r~3" F~Pit'riF': l/ti'~'i} i·";~j:L~i·::IJ~:31:::(: ... U(~·rA;! i,.~ji;I~<~:':: 
;010 1111 0003 l DPR XTL L 710+i00~ 
C:I-j" 21 .;.-: ~} .. 1 ~f C:li. ~2:2 ;::: Ill. ~i'~;l (~l-s:o 2~~: :-:: t ,~, t:!''',.1 :?·4 ::.::: 1 ::~; 
F;:I'li:~, L_[j(:' EF<~~OF: ~ .~:~ r\ ~3 /::~·-"~b";:" t.'ihi"r 11...[~Ei 'r lb..L..u::.,; :i } .. J (biDe.;, 'X~ 
LATE TIME PARAMETERS 
-
t:::';'~~~~f~)i~:tl:: rE:r~ 1:;:E:SC}t_ij IO I rJi\J l· .. tl::~ Il:;~ I;<:i 
I'~' il 1-;'iE.P,:-:.t:;:. :~.l:/ E:-:l) ;;"{·:!F:~{::··:}·;i(::' "( E~: 
.....• 
j .. . .:: 
r ! .. 
"" 2: 
I 
5 
10 
4 ~ 10 
0 
'-" 
>-
.--
~. 
2: . 1000 1-
(f) 
~ 
(J) 
W 
0:: 
.--
z: 
100 = W 0:: 
<: 
-
0.-
0.-
<: 
10~ 
-5 
10 
-4 
10 
WAIK4 
0.001 
TIME (SEC) 
O. 01 
MODEL~ 
LJ 1312. 
~OHM-M 
o 
L 
o 
I 
580. M 
D...::---------L-_ 
L 
o 
g2.80 
~OHM-M 
.. 
(J) 
OJ 
U 
C 
OJ 
-.-I 
U 
(J) 
o 
OJ 
<....:) 
x: 
3: 
o 
...c 
x: 
u 
o 
.---i 
m 
% ERROR: 3.91 
CAL I BRA T ION: 1 
0 .. 1 OFFSET: 183. M 
RAMP: 170. 0 
1. .~: 1..:::" :S4 
.t 
. :;.:' 
r:.: 
• ...J 
:iib 
1 1 
:i 2 
j.4 
:i • ,,:t·:( E:: _ .. iLt :.::: 
1 II ~:~ J~:J l:-: ... tD ':; 
5. ~':":5E·-'.in 
.q. • ·4:::::E -- 1;:) ~~: 
~5 • .:..:' J~ E --lil::: 
"/. 1 ::::;E:--Qj::~ 
1.95EHj:2 
1 • :::;I2}E + (l12 
:i. .. It.,E+02 
::.. .,' 
"f ..... ,_, .... _' 
-ll.::H .. :] 
,~~ ~ ~~< ~5E + ib :.:: . 
.I. " '/ ~5f:~ .~I;:l.,::: 
'7 .. ~j 1 E-l--{/t:.< 
~5 of '7:t E:: 'f- ~d :~~ 
4 • 4 :;":1;::: -HilL 
.~~: • .j EiE "Hi.L~ 
::2. lb Ii) E -Hi):2 
1.53E-HlI2 
:i .• i ':;'E+iZI2 
-- 1 •. ::::::'Fl 
~::i. 1 1'')' 
-
40 2 .. ,'287' 
.-:2. .t::'i .<1. 
-j .• 748 
F~ ~ 18:3:. X ~ O.·h 18:3. DL ~ :::'~6\S.. F~:ECl ~ 20~~;. CF~. 1. 1.J00Q) 
'r{JT('iL. 
1DHZ ARRAY. 14 DA1·A POIN1·S, RAMP~ 170.0 MICROBES. DA·fA= WAI~4 
301~ 0000 8003 l OPR XTL L 7 10+1000 
Ch.21 ~ 0.17 Ch.22 ~ 0.89 Ch.23 = 13 Ch.~4 ~ 13 
LA1·E TIME PARAME1ERS 
* Blackhawk G~Dsciences, Incorporated * 
PARAMETER RESOLUTION MATRIX: 
" F " !'·lE::?::'· .. lb F:·I XED Ff."1F<Pfl·'iL~TEb: 
f--:' t 1. .. ijj0 
t'·· ;_. ") 
.,- Li} . 1;)0 ~;). '~~~J 
'T. 1 i.D . ~:l!a 0. '7.HJ i. !(:'0 
f:' :i F:';: r.i. 
WAIKS MODEL~ 
10 5 r T l I 
-0 9927. 
~OHM-M 533. M 
0 ~ 1 l r2.80 2: I 4. ~ 10 
'" >- 1 lit I~OHM-M 1--
'" ~. (J) > ' OJ ~ 1000 u c (J) OJ ~ 
-..-I U1 U W (J) (Y: 0 
I-- I '- I~ z 
w 10°1 .. l~ (Y: <C 0.-D-<C U q 
r--t 
10_: 
1
m % ERROR: 5. 53 
-5 -4 CAL I BRA T ION: 1 
10 10 0.001 0.01 o 1 OFFSET: 183. M 
• RAMP: 1 70. 0 
TIME (SEC) 
;·"iCj.C':~:::L .. : 
RESIS1IVllY iHIC~N~Sb 
./ 
.. :;; 
i .I. 
L2 
L:;' 
14 
15 
:i6 
:t ~ ti ~£J;';';: -(j) :.=:: 
2. :::2E --iZl:; 
4.4:::::E-ilI3 
:.5.64E-0::' 
"7. 1 :JE ,,-0:: 
~;s .. :';;:: .~: E -+·t~) ~::\ 
:3" '75E: +{a~~; 
2.12E+IJ2 
:1 •• c.~2E +~~)2 
1. .• 25E'Hjj2 
9.9iE+ell 
:;, J. bE+I..:J.:~: 
:s J t')':iE +iiJ2 
2.81. E+{zC:: 
2 •. l :3E+0:2 
1 .. 6!::~E"l-t~:I:: 
1 • 2~SE +,0:2 
'7'. 66E-HlJ:l 
fJ ... 1. 
1, ... t ~7:3 
-.. 4,,,2)i 
'·of. 6i2ii:.'1 
F .~ 0. Y: 183. DL: 366. REQ~ ~83. CF: 1.0000 
'iDHl f-ll-~:hi;\·. 16 Dr:yU'; F'OH·.lfS .. ~;JihF-': i../Q).G~t h.tLnOSEC" [;f..jI"Pf: ~.,If:di<::j 
1031 2222 0005 Z OPR XTL L J 10+1000 
Ch • 2:i ,'''' (Zi.:l.7 Ch • 22 ::'.:: k1. 89 Ch. ::::..:. :::; .\. :~:; Lli • ,,":,4· ::::; J :~, 
2. 34E-02. ANTILOG YIELDS 
LA'fEI'IME PARAMETERS 
* Blackhawk Geo5ci~nces, Inccrpof'~terl * 
PARAMETER RESOLUTION MATRIX: 
;:::' ;;: ki " ILl::a ~~. i~j ib 
1 -8.01 0.00, ,0.50 
F'i. F'::: "1'1 
WAIK6 MODEL~ 
5 ~ "I I I 10 LJ 8609. 
~OHM-M 604. M 
~ 1 0 ~ 1 r2.80 I 4 ~ 10 ~ 
>- ~OHM-M 
I-
~" • 
>" 
(J) 
~ 1000 OJ u 
(f) c 
~ OJ 
(.J) or-f 
W U 
et:: (J) 0 
l- I , I~ z 
w 
1001 II cr.:: --< 0-. 0-. 
--< U 
0 
r--t 
10 I 
--r- I 1111111 I I II "I I. I II 1111 I I IIIII CD % ERROR: 7.56 
-5 -4 CALIBRATION: 1 
10 10 0.001 O. 01 o. 1 OFFSET: 183. M RAMP: 170.0 
TIME (SEC) 
.l 
:.:~ 
.... 
, \ 
.L .I. 
J.2 
i -, 
... '-' 
14 
;:. I ::::E····iD":~ 
~~? .t ;~ .l c: --. t/; .if 
i II ::32jt::"'-{b:~ 
~2 • 2:~ t~ -'Ii:} ~:: 
1 . 4,~:,':: ·l-Vj.~~ 
!, • }. :'::: E: ., .. (i :::!, 
:.3 .. -,!.:J E "H(L~ 
1.56E"H.i:}2 
'."~.(.:,L. i .... 
./.~ " t~) ij f:~ .. ~ .. ~~t ::::; 
t • ::5::,E-I"'LU 
:i. • j. ·;':t~ .. +d:.:; 
2. ~~. ~3 E:: +. ~ZJ ~;~ 
::;:" 1,rlE~~+f!..i2 
1. 62E-I-~)2 
i . 2'H~ -H!/o::: 
:::: 0' .l )'l-i 
.- 5 .. ~i} .~~ .. ::: 
-~.::;~ ~ E~tZ)fJ 
. it! .• 9~"·~:.2 
/. 6~J5 
12" 57'1 
1. .. :?8~2 
-.2.166 
--:i • [149 
i-, I 
'i-~.. .!. 
183. DL~ 366. kEO: 203. CF~ 1.0000 
"':,", l 
'!';J.r i 
'rDtiZ P1f:~,:Rr::"'{" :til L};'I'rf:~'J f:'[llhrrE=,,, F-:(·'d'ZiF'~ :t··/ia.;&~i l':{IC.~-f~(j$r~C'1 .t)i!.:,·r~4= ~lJ(.11;<6 
L031 2222 0006 Z OPR XfL L ! 10~l800 
L:I'f a .21 ~ ~t .. .l 7" C;ri If ~2:2 ;.;: ~a" .~3C:~~ t:.~·-, .. ~?:~:.\ ;;.:! J ~5 c.::, ,,2"'l ::.; .t ~.::. 
::;:i'''I~:; LUG Ef';:~-:;:iJP! .~~" 1 /E --1,)2 < {ii'JT I UK, ·i.r EL.lY:J 7 • ~:;651.ij X. 
LAVE TIME PARAME1"ERS 
"r:-" !'·iEf:i!··.iS F I>: I:::D F'f.;PP,~'!ETEF 
;.:.:t k}'f '.ZJ:::;~ 
; .. ..,:~ (t) • &::1 (~~i Q) It i2} fr:,) 
Y 1 G.~0 0.00 1.00 
.!-=' 1 r" :2 T i 
r--. 
L 
I 
5 
10 
WAIK7 
J 
4 ~ 10 
0 
'-.../ 
>-
1---
I--i 
>, 
1---1 1000 I-
(f) 
1---1 
(f) 
W 
0::: 
l-
. ::z: 
w 100 0::: 
<C 
0.... 
0.... 
<C 
1 0 --r' --.----.--.--.--.--.--,.-.-.---.,---.---. I I I IIIII f. I IIIII I I IIIII I I 
-5 -4 
1 0 10 o. 001 O. 01 
TIME (SEC) 
MODEL~ 
-0 6116. 
~OHM-M 627. M 
a 
L 
o 
0.....----------'---
L 
o 
g2.80 
I---IOHM-M 
.. 
(f) 
OJ 
U 
C 
OJ 
"r-! 
U 
(f) 
o 
OJ 
t:) 
..x 
3= 
a 
L 
..x 
u 
a 
r-I 
CD 
% ERROR: 8.69 
CALIBRATION: 1 
O. 1 OFFSET: 183. M 
RAMP: 170. 0 
1 
,.q. 
J.J. 
:i 2 
1.3 
:l4 
15 
1. " 41:::: --!.,').5 
J .• 1 [;E -Ib~:: 
1. " 4 t E:>-02 
r>!··; i /i 
::. ;d 1. E+0:'::; 
2 . :~~::: F -H'I:~. 
:,5 \. }':;~~":"~J:2 
1.. 64E+~~12 
i '" X7E+iLt2 
1 rt .l6t:: .. t-l2};:~ 
.~. ~-. '",. '-, .-"~/ .. .. ~,,:'~1i:: +;,(.1 :.I!:: 
1 ./9E+@;2 
:i." :::;.7E+U2 
1 • ~3'7E +(l:;~ 
8" :S8E -fo·DJ i 
6 " :,:;"7 t:: + l~.j 1 
. ' . .. . 
.l {;.) '::. !Lr:o ,D 
1182 0002 0007 Z DPR X1L L 7 10+1000 
eh.?! ~ 0.t7 Ch.22 = 0.89 Ch.23 = 13 Ch.24 = 13 
k Blackhawk Geosciences. Incorporated * 
F' rJ" kj:::~ 
F .-:-' .... ~j " ~/! [:I I.D • ill ~~I 
'r j 
I ... -0.03 0.@0 0.98 
WAIK8 MODEL~ 
10 5 r I 
"D 2251. I 
~OHM-M 670. M 
~ 1 lr L I 4 0 0...., ~ 10 ~ §70.8 
>- 1 ~ I r-t OHM-M 273. M 
J-
~ • 
>- (J) OJ ~ 1000 u c 
. (.f) OJ 
r-t .~g 21 (f) u . 
w (J) OHM-M n::: 0 
J- OJ 
:z:: ~ 
w 100 x n::: ~ <: a Q.. 
..r. Q.. x <: u 
a 
r-i 
10 I 1m % ERROR: 4.33 
-5 -4 CALIBRATION: 1 
10 10 0.001 O. 01 o. 1 OFFSET: 183. M RAMP: 170.0 
TIME (SEC) 
RESIS11VI1i THICKNESS 
! 
.L 
.... ' 
8 
:t \:':-J. 
17 
18 
19 
~3 " r~.;,: ~~) t:: --;2j 5 
J." j.(jE-\2."+ 
.t. _, / ',J' I:: .- ~~J .~~ 
4 • it :::. t::: -- \2) ":l· 
:5" i:'i.:j.E·--84 
i. ik'jE-03 
1. 'HE-f213 
:i • BiDE --0~S 
2. :'22E-03 
2. B!5E-03 
.c1- " -<1 :::;;E -\i.U 
5. ,~~4E-(r::: 
') . i ::::;f=. -~i:~\ 
\:3,. 8J.E--Q}:3 
l:~ II t/i 4 E .,- t:~~ ~~: 
5rt4?E::+~D~::: 
,.:} Jf .;. {~) t~~ -I-' {,.::.I ::~\ 
1 .64E-I-I)J3 
1. 'HE'l-W:; 
1 • !J~5E +0:::;; 
8.4'7·E+ (lL2: 
6.2iE+U)2 
=i .. ~i lE+Cc'l2 
2. 'fBE+[)2 
2. 18E+02 
~:., If .:.~ 1 E +·t~}~5 
::~J .. "';' 6 E -~. ilj -.:;: 
.t • 0 ~;'EH.r3: 
8. 86E+0:.2 
7. :::';.1E·HJ2 
S.lSE+U2 
5.07E+I;D:2 
4 • .i2E+D2 
::; • ;~ !:.~~':: -!-IZI:2 
.2. t:;,';;:E-Hb2 
<J • .l2"';f 
.l ... 374 
::::;. 7 i "1 
2 or ~551 
Ii}. 58':;1 
tll A '-:;97 
'-;~J. 409 
--A. :':::82 
-:s. li,):.:A 
.-:~. ·4~5·-1t 
--5 .. 2'j 1 
.! I .':"-':' 
.L •• ;:) ... / 
:~::. ;~ 
0. y~ 183. 0L= 366. REO: 203. CF: 1.0000 
i~i ... ::: 
21 DATA PUiN1S, RAMP~ 170.~ MICR08EC~ DATA: WAIK8 
1102 ~003 0008 Z CPR XTL L 7 10+1000 
Ch.21 ~ 0.17 Ch.22 = 0.89 Ch.23 = 13 Ch.24 = 13 
i.84E-02, ANTILOG YIELDS 
LATE TIME PARAMETERS 
PARAMETER RESOL0fION MATRIX: 
F' 2 
.. :: . 
. 1 
,"', ,",' 
-
. ~ : .. :i" I.' .• ; .:~ '.:.'_',. ·:.i· ... · 
:. ; 
.. , .J ~ 
....... : •. 4., 
.,.:.. ." .(_.j i 
·,~ 
WAIK9 MODEL~ 
10 5 ~ I 
lJ 2088. I 
$OHM-M 656. M 
0 
; 10 4 1 
Q,. l t21. 8 
>- i """"\.. It-! OHM-M l-
t-!. .. 
> 
(f) 
~ 1000 OJ 0 
(J) C 
t-! OJ 
(J) .r-! 
W 0 
cr:: 
(f) 
0 
l- I 0 I~ z: 
w 10°1 l~ cr:: <: D-D-<: 
0 
...--I 
10 L 1m % ERROR: 5.87 
-5 -4 CALIBRATION: 1 
10 10 0.001 O. 01 O. 1 OFFSET: 183. M RAMP: 170. 0 
TIME (SEC) 
"':, 
,.~, 
./ 
! I 
! .. 1. 
; :") 
.J. • .:... 
16 
"~', ,'~', ."j j- , :-, .';. 
..:.:. " . .::'..::"'i::. -;t,'} .• ) 
:.5 • ,~):f E - (;:.r~: 
'7. 15E-I2}3 
... ; ':: \: ::. 
,: • .. L • 
,,: I.' 
, ... -::. "':'- .-~i (::1.,_: ,.j '" .:,:) 
:3: .. 1 SE+·(J:;~ 
2. 4 t.. t:: +02 
.L .9·4E·Hl2 
:l • !:'·::.iiE H~\2 
2. 04E-Hi.i2 
i .. 6S·f'::+iD2 
~. -'7 " 0.::' 
. .:_. i C:;' , .... 
--.2 .• 1i::,·q·:,::'i' 
-- J .•. ':':. J. } 
i":":1 -C 
.I." ·_;, .... t 1. 
I"~, ,''','''','.'" 
i~. '7...::' . .:, 
183. DL~ 366. REO: 203. CF~ 1.0000 
}' \'') "1' :-'~L_ 
16 DArA POINTS, RAMP: 170.0 MICROSEC. DATA: WAIK9 
1183 0003 8009 Z OPR XTL L 7 10+1000 
* Blackhawk Geosciences, Inco~por2ted * 
PARAMETER RESOLUTION MATRIX~ 
!l i':: ,j t'JtF::~?:;I\lS t= 1 >~ E[) Ft?-'IF:t~1i':'tf~-rEF~ 
.t • (DiD r:' , J. 
F:' .,::: 
"r j j ,. 
.. 
i;:'I:'~r:{~;r"}::::Tt:::':':;: bt}t.,fi\IL:::3 t::i:~.:CJi"t I::C:tJ'[ \··'Pii_E::j"'iC:r-:: f~i",ij:::j~_'i~J I ';:: 
.. :::: .t. c:": ~. ! -. 
'" 
I. . 
'. :'. 
WAIKIO MODEL~ 
10 5 r I 
lJ 3218. I 
BOHM-M 597. M 
~ 1 lE ::E 0 I 4 D...: ~ 10 ~ §lO.g 
>- ., \.. I t-IOHM-M 
I-
.. 
r-i (f) 
> OJ ~ 1000 u c (J) OJ 
.. -I 
.r-! (J) U W (f) 
0::: 0 
l- I ~ I~ z: 
w 
1001 II 0::: < CL CL < 
0 
...-t 
10 L . 1m % ERROR: 4. 72 
-5 -4 CALIBRATION: 1 
10 10 0.001 0.01 O. 1 OFFSET: 152. M RAMP: 170. 0 
TIME (SEC) 
i· l : ·i .:; 
:-:.- .~. ..'~' i.'::,' i ~ 
.;U 
\ 'j 
J • .i, 
.. ' 
.1 ••• : •• 
.1.:l 
J.5 
.1.7 
. ,,! '._' I: .• 
1. " t .~J f:: ..... (: .~" 
j, .. .:, j ;'::. ~-. i): . ::; 
",: " 
.:; " .~:::' ~-:: ·f·ld ;:: 
~.~:. ;:~9E+lb2 
.l • l~i\3t::+'fd;"~ 
.t • ~~j~3f: '1-~b:2 
1 :I :2~;~::: +'I~':~ ",;'~ 
'7. . .. '" ,... ~Lr " I r. 
"::,,, J. :l E·H2i2 
'2 .• ~~11E+!iJ2 
, ....... =., .,' 
i:'_ ~-'" !-:..! ... 'I, 
.: " .. :~':. J. 
... ~~;, 77 J, 
-',r:::" ,"" ,/ {::.' 
"-2" .5.~ 
.... ~; ... i.I~,8 
). .i f/J :::::' 12.1 (,:i ~~ ::~: ~~t ~:) .:!, !i\.co [i ~ .. I F< ><. r L.. L , ;:- j. J/( + :!. k, ~h I.d 
Ch.~l ~ 0.165 Ch.22 = W.89 Ch.23 = 15 Lh.24 = 9 
PARAME'r~R RESOLUTION MATRIX~ 
:: ...... j::.~" 
.: .... " ':. ': .. ' 
